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/ CHAPTER 2 
PEOPLE AND DIVERSITY IN SPACE
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WHAT IS THE FINNISH MODEL OF 
SUBURBAN PUBLIC SPACE?    
   

Egle Pilipaviciute 

ÒA new type of public space was 
formed using existing features and 
densiÞcation possibilities. ! e subur-
ban labyrinth supplements the previ-
ous two types creating a third atmos-
phere. It has di" erent combination of 
active/passive activities where di" er-
ent target groups can Þnd a place for 
themselves.Ó
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the South-Haaga - a lot of educational and leisure services 
are situated close to the Eliel Saarisen road and the ring road. 
! ese, together with commerce, are places where people gath-
er and communicate, and are places where suburban public life 
happens. Education and sports facilities are the biggest part of 
public services in Haaga and they are places of importance. Ar-
chitect PŒlsson (2016, p. 36) evaluates spaces near schools and 
other institutions as the ones where Òwe experience and deÞne 
ourselves in relation to other peopleÓ. ! erefore, socialization 
can happen in these active spots, which play an important role 
in personal development, no matter the age. 

A street is an essential element of public life. Livability of 
an area often depends on how streets function. ! ere are several 
types of streets in Haaga which create di" erent atmospheres 
and possibilities for social interaction (Figure 3). ! e whole area 
is surrounded by high-speed roads, while the center has serv-
ing /mixed use streets. ! e majority of small connections are 
through residential streets which are situated between private 
and multi-storey houses. Residential streets have an atmospher-

! e area of Haaga is extremely green and full of di" erent nature 
activities like urban agriculture (community gardens), dog parks, 
and interesting terrain alterations with exposed rocks where 
walking paths emerge. Moreover, residents tend to keep their 
private land plots as green as possible, resulting in biodiversity 
which, in some way, connects with the Scandinavian ÒFrilufts-
livÓ concept of outdoor living. Gelter (1999, p. 78) describes this 
as a Òphilosophical lifestyle based on experiences of the freedom 
in nature and the spiritual connectedness with the landscape.Ó 
Furthermore, green space morphology shows the need for con-
nected greenery with corridors Ð the locating of green spaces 
between new developments. ! is results in a ÒbranchÓ type built 
environment with quiet and remote residential pockets where 
surroundings illustrate a perceptual and existing image of sub-
urban living (Figure 1).  

! e distribution of recreational and public services is 
quite even, but with a few emerging clusters (Figure 2). In 
North-Haaga a lot of public services gather around ÒDegernyr-
parkenÓ sports center, near the Rhododendron Park, while in 
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green area with sports facilities, trails, dog parks, and schools 
or simply without them. ! is type of public space, where peo-
ple have a lot more space for themselves compared with the 
supermarket, is extremely appreciated by Finns. 86.3% (102 
people) of our survey respondents preferred to live close to the 
forest than near the shopping mall. On the other hand, 82,5% 
of respondents spend their leisure time indoors. As a result, the 
green area surroundings are highly important in the suburb.

! ere is a small contingent of inner neighborhood com-
merce in Haaga, which shows the existing need for services (see 
article by Mathew Page in this publication) which is closely lo-
cated and accessible by foot. It creates fragments of more active 
streets in North- and South-Haaga, though street life is quite 
vague, still being oriented to car culture.

! ese Þndings conÞrm the conceived model of the sub-
urbs. Increasing population and city densiÞcation drives the 
need to Þnd ways of how we can appreciate existing values and 
strengthen them. In addition, there is a need for a new shift 
from consumerist-based social interactions into a more inclu-
sive atmosphere where each resident can relate with their home 
public space.  

BASIC ELEMENTS FOR A NEW PUBLIC 
SPACE MODEL

In order to design a new public space model in the Haaga con-
text, several elements were chosen to deÞne the main inßuenc-
ing aspects (Figure 6). ! ere are four main questions addressing 
strategic factors for new public space development:

1. Who brings people to the public space? 

! e planned light rail - connecting Haaga inner territories. Ex-
isting rail - bringing people from the outside. Intense tra# c 
- remaining tra# c artery for regional needs.

2. Where are the active zones? 

I created the heat-map based on research on public space types 
and activity points, in an attempt to identify the main action 
centers which are kept as part of a new concept.

3. How green public space are distributed across Haaga? 

Green areas are part of Finnish public spaces and key to de-
Þning its identity. ! e concept consists of green area networks 
which are small cores of each agglomeration in varying scales. 
! e biggest element - Central Park - remains untouched.

ic quality that suburban residents appreciate - quiet, less intense, 
narrow. Furthermore, there are several pedestrian paths situated 
between private land plots, which serve as shortcuts to get from 
one street to the other. ! ere are quite a few dead-end streets 
which reduce car ßow by attracting only those who live in the 
area. In South-Haaga, the street network is more connected 
while in North-Haaga it is more disperse and with breaking 
elements, such as parks. 

In Haaga, there is 39% of private space and 61% of public 
space where the main function remains residential. 82% of this 
area is dedicated to a large amount of green and recreational 
public areas, meanwhile, only 18% is dedicated to streets (Figure 
4). ! e division between public and private territories is visible 
in the schematic above, showing an interesting squeezing in 
public spaces, which is covered with greenery. Moreover, a few 
non-walkable areas appear - rail tracks surrounded by a fence 
and high-speed roads which are no place for humans. In gener-
al, Haaga is divided into two parts and it has its own connection 
dependent structures. 

EXISTING MODEL OF A SUBURBAN 
PUBLIC SPACE !THE CASE OF HAAGA "

Each urban space contains patterns of features which are dis-
tinctive from others, while also showing some consistencies 
with other areasÕ features. ! ere is always the main base pattern 
connected with one or several complementary ones. In order to 
understand Finnish suburban public space in the Haaga con-
text, several main pattern types were deÞned (Figure 5).

! e Þrst one - Òthe mall labyrinthÓ - is a closed space with 
a clearly planned and regulated pattern for the ßow of people, 
with focus points and designed interconnections where unfore-
seen communication may happen extremely rarely (like street 
musician spontaneously playing in the mall alley). ! is con-
sumption based public space is becoming more popular with 
the rising amount of attractions put inside the box. During the 
last eight years, a total retail area in Helsinki and in all of Fin-
land has been growing fast and attracting more residents (Finn-
ish Council of Shopping Centers, 2018). In addition, the survey 
we conducted (USP, 2018) on Haaga residents showed that 
47,7% still choose a car to travel to more remote areas where 
supermarkets are located. It has a negative impact not only on 
the climate but also on public space and social patterns which 
are broken by ÒprogrammedÓ car commutes.

! e second deÞned pattern is Òthe forest labyrinthÓ - a wide 
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sauna and tub area near the recreation corner with suburban 
camping for children. ! e Òunder the roof areasÓ extend to the 
green core, which are cut by several paths for walking and spe-
cial surface paths for running. In addition, as Gehl (2010, p. 
41) has said Òif ground ßoor facades are rich in variation and 
detail, our city walks will be equally rich in experienceÓ, there-
fore, these paths serpentine through multiple atmospheres and, 
in a smaller space, gives a wider area feeling. Path network do 
not end in the district but extends to other areas, connecting 
multiple districts.

Furthermore, play-areas for children are not strictly dedi-
cated but are part of the network where new opportunities 
emerge. As the central core is car-free, full of greenery and lo-
cal residents, the place is safe, accessible and interesting for the 
children and other age groups. In conclusion, a few more stud-
ies on network nodes need to be done to distinguish di" erent 
characteristics and activity-dependence between the street and 
inner green core. ! is model provides easily accessible, close-by 
services, for various residentsÕ needs.

EXAMPLES OF CONNECTING PUBLIC 
SPACES

! e Þrst example is a combination of indoor and outdoor rec-
reation accessibly close to your home (Figure 8). Sauna facilities 
have an extension to a cozy and covered terrace. Gehl (2010, p. 
28) states that Òpublic space has signiÞcant social importance 
as a forum for the exchange of ideas and opinionsÓ and one of 
the main socialization spaces for Finns is the sauna. ! erefore, a 
proper dedicated area for this activity can bring the community 
and neighbors together.

! e second place worth distinguishing is a familiar natural 
forest type park in the core of the district. It has several paths 
for walking and running, with emerging water features in some 
cases. Even though the new model densiÞes activities, it still 
preserves the need for quiet and wilder nature. In addition, sus-
tainability is connected with places that are valuable for people 
(Schwartz 2016). Emotional attachment shows the importance 
of existing structure as part of identities and describes certain 
objects and atmospheres that can be reßected in the new de-
velopment.

! e third example is related to play-areas where free-form 
and creative playing can happen between newly built structures 
and existing natural elements. ! e roof provides shelter from 

4. Where densiÞcation has the greatest importance? 

! e ring area surrounded by Þve di" erent territories and trans-
port arteries. DensiÞcation around the ring area will connect 
Haaga with the main sports centers (marked in blue) and create 
an active area, while the central part of the neighborhood is 
densiÞed with the inÞlls.

! ese elements bring people, commerce, services and new 
activities where new public space networks can emerge. ! e 
aim is to activate speciÞc nodes and create multi-functionality 
with a calm core, where each resident can easily create their 
own route of activity stops. As Alexander (1977, p. 65) states 
Òthe use of cars has the overall e" ect of spreading people out, 
and keeping them apartÓ, therefore this new public space should 
be in between main public transport arteries and accessible by 
foot. Moreover, a bigger density supports more services and as a 
result, assures that the new model can survive competition from 
the big shopping centers. In order to understand what possible 
qualities emerge from this public network, further detailing is 
proposed.

HOME PUBLIC SPACE # THE SUBURB 
LABYRINTH

! is new model creates a di" erent pattern of public space com-
pared with the two existing ones (Figure 7). It gives the possi-
bility of new social interactions and a mix between active and 
passive leisure places. In this particular Haaga situation, densi-
Þcation is proposed with new multi-storey residential buildings. 
! e ones situated on the street have an active ground ßoor with 
commerce and services.  It brings more people to the outer shell 
of this district and creates a livable street. With the residen-
tial apartments on the other ßoors, the design encourages Òeyes 
on the streetÓ, as in the concept presented by Jacobs (1992, p. 
35) where safety is regulated by the community for the entire 
community. Moreover, the inner core of the district remains 
green and Þlled with a natural and semi-natural environment. 
! e main element of the concept is the connection between a 
street-active and inner-passive place. With the help of di" erent 
architectural forms, new extensions on the ground ßoor appear 
to connect several buildings with a half-inside, half-outside 
space under a roof. In this way, services and play-areas appear 
indoors and outdoors to serve for di" erent weather, and sea-
sonal, conditions. Spaces on this Þrst-ßoor mix depends on the 
types of facilities it houses: classrooms divided by a promenade, 
indoor basketball court with transparent windows to the com-
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Figure 1. HaagaÕs existing public space: the green public. Mapping by Nandara 
Mendes and Egl$ Pilipavi%i&t$.
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Figure 2. HaagaÕs existing public space: service public and recrea-
tion public. Mapping by Nandara Mendes and Egl$ Pilipavi%i&t$.
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Figure 3. HaagaÕs existing public space: street public. Mapping by 
Nandara Mendes and Egl$ Pilipavi%i&t$.
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Figure 4. Relation between public and private space.




























































































































































